
CONSENT TO PERSONAL DATA PROCESSING 

 
 
This consent to personal data processing constitutes a public offer. Booking room, private person 

confirms that he will accept following Consent to personal data processing (hereinafter – Consent)  

Client gives his consent to LLC «Sunny House» (TIN 3906336460), located 236029, Kaliningrad, 

Bogdana Khmelnitskogo st., 33-37 (hereinafter – Operator), to process personal information according to 

the following conditions:  

1. Following Consent is given for processing to personal data without using computer equipment, as well 

as with the use of it. 

2. Consent is given for processing the following personal data: 

1) Personal data, other than special or biometrical: 

Last name, given name, patronymic, sex, year, month and date of birth, place of birth, address of 

residence, ID document, its registration number, information about date of issue and body, issued this 

document, telephone numbers and e-mail address.  

3. Personal data are not in the public domain.  

4. The reason of personal processing data: compliance with the requirements of the Constitution of the 

Russian Federation, federal acts and other regulatory acts; booking rooms and providing other services by 

LLC «Sunny House» hostel KoikaGo. 

5. Basis for processing of personal data is: Art.24 of the Constitution of the Russian Federation, Federal 

Law dated 27/07/2006 №152-FZ «About personal data», Company charter of LLC «Sunny House», 

Russian Federation Government Regulation dated 09.10.2015 № 1085 «On approval of regulations for 

hotel services, provided on the territory of Russian Federation»; Regulation on protection of personal data 

of LLC «Sunny House» clients, present offer.   

6. During personal data processing it would be made the following actions: receiving, systematization, 

storage, maintenance, refinement (updating and changing), using, transferring, anonymization, 

interlocking, destruction, and fetch protection of personal data, received from client.     

7. Consent comes into force from the moment of signing and will be in effect until the private person will 

withdraw within the admit of the current Consent.    

8. Consent can be revoked by the personal data owner or by its representative by sending application to 

Operator or its representative at address, listed above the present Consent.  

9. In case of personal data consent recall, made by private person or its representative, Operator has the 

right to continue processing of personal data without private person consent according to the 

clauses 2-11 part 1 Article 6, part 2 of the Article 10 and part 2 of the Article 11 of the Federal 

law dated 27.07.2006 №152-FZ «About personal information» 

10. Present consent is valid until the processing of personal data is completed. 

 


